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Disclaimer

The data expressed in the white paper is subject to future developments
and should not assume any type of responsibility for any major gatherings.
All currency investments cited in this article are included for heuristic
purposes.

The data shown therefore comes from reliable sources. Nevertheless, we
do not offer any guarantees as nominal costs and market elements are
unpredictable and at the same time have to be reliable.

In addition, the data presented in this article is not to be considered a
recommendation or idea of any kind by management's speculation or
exploitation. It is neither recommended nor mandated to invest resources
into any organization or token solely based on the data provided in the
paper. Careful inspection should be undertaken before any such venture
and will be assumed full ownership, through a single financial plan.
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foreword
Currently, the BSC market is clearly the most widely used DeFi market. It is
evident that new businesses are constantly being added to the
organization. The network quickly grew due to its fast exchange times and
low gas fees, which gave it the upper hand. Hippo Inu is the latest
extension to this rapidly expanding network. Due to the special dynamics it
provides, the stage has established itself well in different areas of the
organization. Nonetheless, changing to a BSC organization will increase
acceptance。

Hippo Inu is a decentralized live image exchange platform. It's an amazing
deal Covenant gives clients unlimited power over how their funds are
handled. You can earn rewards by tokenizing tokens. Hippo Inu native
token that can be used to make changes on stage. Voting is basically as
important as changing calculations and choosing how revenue is
generated. Let's be honest, the Hippo people The Inu people group has an
extraordinary ability to solve better ideas while pursuing decision-making
impact on the stage. Hippo Inu plans to decentralize the market by
introducing the latest currency task. The Hippo is now known to increase
its contribution to the field and fate exchange.
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introduction
Programmatic market creator with NFT utility, cross-chain tokenization and
spot trading stage on Binance Smart Chain. Hippo Inu is a cross-chain
meme token and spot exchange stage to buy any meme token. It is based
on Binance Smart Chain. Is the framework of the smart contract BSC on the
chain, considering the consistent items. Each pair of Hippo dogs owns a
storage pool that contains two resources and provides liquidity to them.
These two resources maintain the immutability that the stored results
cannot be exhausted. Merchant pays 20 premise focus exchange fees
resulting in 15 premise focus charges Liquidity provider and 5 premise
point fees will be used to purchase replacement tokens in addition,
composing it. The contract cannot be re-established. The hippo dog
convention allows the production of inconsistent Bep20/Bep20 matches,
rather than supporting pairings between Bep20 and BNB.

Hippo is trying to make progress on the most important contributions of
yield cultivation by basically keeping up with its special position in the
market, namely, decentralized image trading, multi-chain tagging and
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management. This is mainly to complete the cooperation with our
customers。

The operation of the spot
trading platform
Offering our live image resource as the first currency project, we empower
us to locally provide liquidity to the pool for consistent exchange.

🪀 As a buyer：
As a trader, you'll explore your positive resources and meme tokens in
Hippo and beyond. On the site, you can trade on stage for an ongoing cost.

🪀 As a seller:
As a seller as a dealer, you can short the market. In this particular method,
the merchant can push to sell its meme tokens and resources, and when
the cost drops, the dealer will actually want to profit from it
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Market analysis
Computerized market creators trading the market itself is a huge industry
of different encrypted networks. Almost all blockchains transact here and
there with their customer base. Like any other major blockchain, Binance
Smart Chain also has various transactions on stage definitely because of its
higher transaction throughput and speed. Hippo Inu competitors on
Binance Smart Chain include pancakeswap, panda trade, jet swap, ape
swap and many others, which are not explicit about meme tokenization.
Market Transformation of hippos has always been very important. Here
comes the hippo dog. Pay special attention to your request.

This DEX has some expertise in meme tokens. From tokenizing these meme
tokens to exchanging them with multi-chain highlights. Dogecoin, Shiba Inu
and Doge On Mars are managing the crypto-verse with expected market
caps of $29.46B, $22.24B, and $764.08M respectively.

Technical Specifications

🪀 Use of constant product formulas

A liquidity pool is a shrewd protocol that holds at least two tokens and
licenses. Anyone can simply store or withdraw reserves according to clear
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principles. One such rule is consistent item pronunciation x * y = k. where x
and y hold for two tokens A and B. To extract a specific sum from Token A,
you want to store the corresponding sum from Token A and Token B holds
a specific value of k before charging.

🪀Multi-level Staking mechanism
Our token framework is a combination of various pools on numerous
blockchains, offering superior APR for simply holding HIPPO tokens. We
reward HIPPO and other image tokens for staggered tokens, which will
make sense later。

Transfer Tax and Buyback
Mechanism
Our exchange fees are basically lower than other ranches. It intends to
compensate for the absence of reference procedures, but it also means full
expansion. All exchanges performed by HIPPO (transmission, trade,
agriculture, etc.) rely on an exchange fee of 0.5%. The 0.5% exchange fee is
directly consumed in each exchange to repurchase hippo inu tokens, and
its liquidity is directly guaranteed.
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Transparent buyback
Many other collecting homesteads try to trick you by spending tokens on
buybacks. This is useless and can be considered a trick. Allow me to
understand why. Suppose you have 50 BUSD tokens and 50 BNB tokens in
your pool. The value of 1 BNB is currently 1 BUSD. Suppose someone sells
10BNB for 10 BUSD, 40 BUSD and 60BNB and will stay in the pool. The
current value of 1BNB is 40/60, about $670 million, which is less than the
starting cost. Spending tokens outside of a liquidity pool does not change
any imagined costs. Here's a stunt that different ranches use to motivate
you Put away the cash. These tokens are usually minted or diffused by
directors prior to listing. Applications are delivered to the general
population. However, they seem worth the effort and they are not. This
ended up being a very famous strategy. By chance If you notice something
like this, decide over the phone. However, imagine a scenario where
tokens are bought back and spent? Assuming someone buys 20 BNB for
$13.4 billion, that means there are 40 BNB in the pool and $53.4 billion,
and the cost of 1 BNB is currently around $1.3 billion.
At the moment, you're probably thinking about what might happen if
someone sold those tokens again. This is where the consumption comes
from. Tokens purchased from Pull will be burnt so they cannot be
exchanged
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🪀 Governance

Features

Governance is an irreplaceable requirement for any type of institution,
association or authority as they fill in size and welcome more members;
like our venture. At its center, the implicit principle of governance is the
help of members and their arrangement of interests, thereby promoting
the long-term manageability of the association. Using Hippo Dog Tokens,
our Executive Stage will enable you to make investigations and decisions
that benefit the Convention including fundamental changes to the way we
work, make an impact on the stage to generate revenue, change
momentum, and impact the world for the betterment of things.
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🪀 Multi-chain Staking
Hippo Inu is the first multi-fastening tagging convention pinned to image
tags. With a multi-chain innovation to the organization, its local individuals
will actually want to stake any image of the Hippo Dog token on the token
pool. It will be a true tokenized token in the form of all image currencies
utilizing comparison technology.
Each image token will be organized in. While having a separate token pool,
clients can stake HIPPO as a transaction - closed image currency standard
type。

🪀 Stake and Earn
❖ Staking Pool 1
Put HIPPO to get prizes in HIPPO

APY is 110,244.30%

❖ Staking Pool 2
Put HIPPO to get prize in Doge
APY is 179,546%

❖ Staking Pool 3
Put HIPPO to get a prize in Shib

APY 为 107,310%
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❖ Staking Pool 4
Put HPPO to get prize in Akita
APY is 157,680%

non-fungible token
Hippo Inu provides vibrant NFTs to its local individuals. It joins the Bep20
innovation on Binance Smart Chain to convey great NFTs. According to the
quality events of the characters in the NFT, its NFT is divided into many
categories. Therefore, an order was formulated in which holders of
uncommon NFTs are more suitable relative to partners with NFTs with
normal properties。

Meme NFTs
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In addition to offering normal NFT cultures on tissues, Hippo Inu also offers
image NFT cultures where customers can convert their image content into
image NFTs. In addition, this stage also provides NFT tokens. Local
individuals can stake their NFTs instead of tokens in the token pool and on
the NFT or currency form. Hippo Inu also offers NFT exchanges in multiple
stages to provide access to larger and more diverse crypto business centers
for its customers.

utility token
Hippo Inu utility token is $HIPPO. Native tokens of the Hippo Inu stage,
used as cash All passed. All installments and prizes on stage are $HINU.
Another intriguing component about $HIPPO is that it will support any new
tokens created on stage to enable the Binance smart chain environment,
strengthening $HIPPO locally.

Roadmap
Q2.1, 2022
➔ website creation
➔ white paper
➔ social media awareness
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➔ NFT creation
➔ Implement smart contracts

Q2.2, 2022
➔ Smart Contract Audit
➔ Pre-sale
➔ public listing
➔ CMC&CG Listing
➔ On-site Staking
➔ Governance
➔ Marketplace

Q3, 2022
➔ CEX Listing
➔ Cross-chain Staking
➔ strategic partnership
➔ NFT Minting
➔ Mobile App (Beta)
➔ Double Audit Smart Contracts

Q4, 2022
➔ Farming and Staking of NFTs
➔ Cross-chain NFTs
➔ Create your own meme token
➔ Mobile App (Mainnet)
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Tokenomics
★ Liquidity + Pre-sale — 50%
★ Staking reward

— 30%

★ CEX Listing

— 12%

★ Dev Found

— 3%

★ strategic partnership – 2%
★ Marketing
★ adviser

— 2%
— 1%

Mission and Vision
Our core goal is to provide superior execution trading at the heart of the
Binance Smart Chain. Our accomplices and groups adapt our means to
provide first-class support to our local individuals.
The Hippo Inu population is a large solitary-family with a steadily growing
series of occasions. Our network guarantees high security to our local
individuals from outsiders。
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